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IPad Opens World to a
Disabled Boy
10.29.10
Emily B. Hager, New York Times

Owen Cain depends on a respirator
and struggles to make even the slightest
movements — he has had a debilitating
motor-neuron disease since infancy.
Owen, 7, does not have the strength to
maneuver a computer mouse, but when
a nurse propped her boyfriend’s iPad
within reach in June, he did something
his mother had never seen before.
He aimed his left pointer finger at an
icon on the screen, touched it — just
barely — and opened the application
Gravitarium, which plays music as users
create landscapes of stars on the screen.
Over the years, Owen’s parents had tried
several computerized communications
contraptions to give him an escape from
his disability, but the iPad was the first
that worked on the first try.
“We have spent all this time keeping
him alive, and now we owe him more
than that,” said his mother, Ellen Goldstein, a vice president at the Times Square
Alliance business association. “I see his
ability to communicate and to learn as a
big part of that challenge — not all of
it, but a big part of it. And so, that’s my
responsibility.”
Since its debut in April, the iPad has become
a popular therapeutic tool for people
with disabilities of all kinds, though no
one keeps track of how many are used
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this way, and studies are just getting under way to test its effectiveness, which
varies widely depending on diagnosis.
A speech pathologist at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center uses text-to-speech
applications to give patients a voice.
Christopher Bulger, a 16-year-old in Chicago who injured his spine in a car accident, used an iPad to surf the Internet
during the early stages of his rehabilitation, when his hands were clenched into
fists. “It was nice because you progressed
from the knuckle to the finger to using
more than one knuckle on the screen,” he
said.
Parents of autistic children are using
applications to teach them basic skills,
like brushing teeth and communicating
better.
For a mainstream technological device
like the iPad to have been instantly embraced by the disabled is unusual. It is far
more common for items designed for disabled people to be adapted for general
use, like closed-captioning on televisions
in gyms or GPS devices in cars that announce directions. Also, most mainstream
devices do not come with built-ins like the
iPad’s closed-captioning, magnification
and audible readout functions — which
were intended to keep it simple for all users, but also help disabled people.
“Making things less complicated can
actually make a lot of money,” said Gregg
C. Vanderheiden, an engineering professor at the University of Wisconsin at Madison who has worked on accessibility issues for decades.
Representative Edward J. Markey, a
Massachusetts Democrat, who wrote
recently enacted legislation that will require mobile devices to be more accessible to users with disabilities, said approximately three-fourths of communications
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11.16.10
Erica Ogg, cnet

The entire Beatles’ catalogue is
now in iTunes.
At long last, the works of the Beatles
are available in iTunes.
The digital content is exclusive to
iTunes, a representative of The Beatles’ record company, EMI, told CNET. The exact
length of that deal is unknown, but it will
expire some time next year.
As of now, the iconic band’s entire catalog
can be purchased in Apple’s iTunes Store.
Each album comes with iTunes LP, which
features additional content including lyrics, photos, and album art. A digital version of the Fab Four’s entire body of work
is also available for download for $149, and
that comes with exclusive access to a video
of the band’s first U.S. concert, “Live at the
Washington Coliseum, 1964.” Single albums
are priced at $12.99, double albums at $19.99.
Songs will cost $1.29 each.
This is a personal victory for Apple CEO
Steve Jobs, as The Beatles were one of the
most prominent holdouts from his online
music empire. Apple had tried for years
to acquire rights to The Beatles’ catalog.
“We love the Beatles and are honored
and thrilled to welcome them to iTunes,”
said Jobs in a press release today. “It has
been a long and winding road to get
here. Thanks to the Beatles and EMI, we
are now realizing a dream we’ve had
since we launched iTunes ten years ago.”
Apple hyped up the announcement over
the last 24 hours with a splash page on
its Web site promising that “tomorrow is
just another day. That you’ll never forget.”
After several hours of tech news sites
buzzing about what the company could
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and video devices need to be adapted for
blind and deaf people. “Apple,” he said in a
statement, “is an outlier when it comes to
devices that are accessible out of the box.”
The iPad is also, generally speaking,
less expensive than computers and other
gadgets specifically designed to help disabled people speak, read or write. While
insurers usually do not cover the cost of
mobile devices like the iPad because they
are not medical equipment, in some cases they will pay for the applications that
run on them.
In Owen’s case, his grandmother bought
him a $600 iPad in August, and his parents
have invested about $200 more in software.
One day this summer, his finger dangled
over the title page of “Alice in Wonderland”
on his iPad while his mother hovered over
his shoulder in their Brooklyn home. Then,
with the tiniest of movements, and thanks
to the sensitivity of the iPad’s touch screen,
Owen began to turn the pages of the book.
“You are reading a book on your own,
Owen!” Ms. Goldstein, 44, exclaimed. “That
is completely wonderful.”
But while the sensitivity of the iPad’s
touch screen makes it promising for
Owen, it can be problematic for others, like
Glenda Watson Hyatt, a blogger in Surrey,
British Columbia, who has cerebral palsy.
“When ‘flipping’ screens, sometimes I flip
more than one screen,” Ms. Hyatt wrote
in an interview conducted by e-mail. “Or I
touch what I didn’t intend to.”
Still, Ms. Hyatt said that when she was
having trouble chatting with friends at a
bar recently, she pulled out her iPad to help
communicate and felt normal.“People were
drawn to it because it was a ‘recognized’ or
‘known’ piece of technology,” she wrote in
a blog post reviewing the device.
At the Shepherd Center, a spinal cord
rehabilitation clinic in Atlanta, some teenage quadriplegics have received iPads as
gifts, but they do not work well for those
who rely on a mouse stick — basically a
long pen controlled by mouth.
“It wants to see a finger,” said John Anschutz, the manager of the assistive technology program at Shepherd. “It really requires the quality of skin and body mass
to operate.”
For Owen Cain, whose disease is physical,
not mental, the iPad has limitations, too.
Moving his finger all the way across the
keypad remains a challenge, and makes

writing difficult. Ms. Goldstein said its versatility and affordability, though, were a
boon. He has been experimenting with a
variety of applications — Proloquo2Go,
which allows him to touch an icon that
prompts the device to speak things like, “I
need to go to the bathroom”; Math Magic,
which helps him practice arithmetic; and
Animal Match, a memory game.
“If all you’re worrying about is ‘I can try
this program, or I can try that program, I
can buy that app or I can buy this app,’
and the investment is so much lower,” his
mother said, “then our ability to explore
or experiment with different things is so
much bigger.”
When Owen was about 8 weeks old, his
mother noticed his right arm drooping. It
led to a crushing diagnosis: the motorneuron disease known as spinal muscular
atrophy Type 1. A 2003 New York Times
article about spinal muscular atrophy said
his parents had been told Owen would
be “paralyzed for his life, which doctors
predicted would last no more than about
two years.”
Owen will turn 8 on Nov. 11. While his
condition is not expected to worsen, he is
extremely sensitive to infection and once
nearly died of pneumonia; three specialized
therapists and a nurse help keep him alive.
Though he cannot speak, his parents have
taught him to read, write and do math. He
has an impish sense of humor and a love of
“Star Wars.”“He’s a normal child trapped in a
not normal body,” said his father, Hamilton
Cain, 45, a book editor.
Since he received the iPad, Owen has
been trying to read books, and playing
around with apps like Air Guitar. And, one
day, he typed out on the keypad, “I want
to be Han Solo for Halloween.”
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have up its sleeve,
The Wall Street
Journal reported
that Apple would
finally announce an agreement to offer
The Beatles’ music.
In a press release from Apple, and EMI,
each of the surviving Beatles members or
a representative was quoted about the
news.

Paul McCartney: “We’re really excited to bring the Beatles’ music
to iTunes. It’s fantastic to see the
songs we originally released on vinyl receive as much love in the digital world as
they did the first time around.”
Ringo Starr: “I am particularly glad to
no longer be asked when the Beatles are
coming to iTunes. At last, if you want it-you can get it now--The Beatles from Liverpool to now! Peace and Love, Ringo.”
Yoko Ono Lennon: “In the joyful spirit of
Give Peace A Chance, I think it is so appropriate that we are doing this on John’s
70th birthday year.”
Olivia Harrison: “The Beatles on iTunes-Bravo!”
The release of the band’s music online
marks the end of a long journey for both
EMI and Apple. The two battled in courtrooms for years over a trademark dispute:
Apple Corps, The Beatles’ record company, versus Apple Inc.
In 1991, the two updated a 10-year-old
agreement regarding how each of them
would be allowed to use its trademarks.
Apple Inc. (at the time known as Apple
Computer Inc.) paid Apple Corps $27 million and agreed not to enter the music
distribution business under the Apple
name and logo. Apple Corps later said
that the computer maker broke that
agreement by opening the iTunes Store,
and sued in 2003. Apple Computer eventually emerged victorious when a U.K.
judge ruled that it was not in violation
of the agreement because it was selling
prerecorded content, not original music
under the logo.
The dispute was officially resolved in
2007, when a new deal replaced the 1991
agreement, which prohibited Apple Inc.
from distributing music through physical
media such as CDs and cassette tapes.
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CNET’s Greg Sandoval contributed to this report.

Apple hits ranks of top five mobile phone vendors
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10.29.10
Lance Whitney, cnet news

Source: IDC Worldwide Quarterly Mobile Phone Tracker, October 28, 2010

It sells just a single smartphone, but
Apple is now the world's fourth largest mobile phone supplier, according to
the "Worldwide Quarterly Mobile Phone
Tracker" report released yesterday by
IDC.
Thanks to record shipments of the
iPhone 4, which arrived on the U.S. market at the start of the summer, Apple
shot past several other mobile phone
vendors, landing in fourth place ahead
of BlackBerry maker Research In Motion.
For the third quarter, Apple shipped 14.1
million phones, 1.7 million more than
RIM and 3.7 million more than Sony Ericsson, which fell out of the top five list
for the first time since 2004. This was
also the quarter in which the iPhone 4
reached 17 additional countries to establish its beachhead worldwide. With
heavy demand for smartphones, Apple
also joined RIM as the second smartphone-only vendor among the top five.
"The entrance of Apple to the top 5
vendor ranking underscores the increased importance of smartphones to
the overall market. Moreover, the mobile phone makers that are delivering

popular smartphone models are among
the fastest growing firms," Kevin Restivo, senior research analyst with IDC's
Worldwide Mobile Phone Tracker, said in
a statement. "Vendors that aren't developing a strong portfolio of smartphones
will be challenged to maintain and grow
market share in the future."
Though still in first place around the
world, Nokia is feeling ongoing pressure
from the likes of Apple, Android, and
RIM. Its market share continues to dip,
dropping to 32.4 percent in the third
quarter, compared with 36.5 percent a
year ago. Nokia's control of the mobile
phone market has also been impacted
by various Chinese vendors that have
made inroads in emerging markets, according to IDC. To fight back, the company has tried to focus on improving its
overall smartphone lineup.
Solid smartphone sales helped Nokia
return to the black with its recent thirdquarter earnings, but it also announced
a series of layoffs as it attempts to
streamline its Symbian phone division
and other units. New CEO Stephen Elop
recently acknowledged that the company

is facing a "remarkably disruptive time
in the industry, with recent results demonstrating that we must reassess our role
in and our approach to this industry."
Among the top five, only LG Electronics lost market share in the third quarter
with fewer phones shipped than a year
ago. Unlike its rivals, LG hasn't been able
to make a huge splash in the smartphone category, according to IDC. But
RIM shipped a record number of phones
during the quarter, with results boosted
by its Curve 8520 entry-level model in
emerging markets and its pricier Torch
phone in the U.S.
Overall, the global mobile phone market enjoyed its fourth consecutive quarter of double-digit growth, with shipments rising by 14.6 percent in the third
quarter to reach 340.5 million units,
compared with 297.1 million in the yearago quarter. Looking forward to 2014,
continued demand for smartphones will
drive mobile phone shipments, as IDC
expects the smartphone market alone
to grow by 55 percent year over year.

Man finds lost iPad
with iPod
09.21.10
by Jim Dalrymple, CNET News

An example of Apple’s Find My iPhone app.
Some may wonder how anyone could
possibly leave something like an iPad on
an airplane. Well, as parents know, it could
happen very easily when there are children around to care for (and be distracted
by).
That’s exactly what happened to Curtis
Cogdill and his wife on a recent flight from
Sacramento, Calif., to Portland, Ore., according to a report on CNN. In the hustle and
bustle of getting themselves and their baby
off the plane, they forgot their iPad.
After some discussion as to whose fault
it was, Cogdill used his iPod Touch and
Apple’s Find My iPhone MobileMe app
to locate the iPad. While the family was
in Oregon, the iPad had taken a crosscountry trip to Orlando, Fla.
“You could zoom all the way in,” Cogdill
said. “You could tell it was sitting where an
airplane would be sitting at the terminal.”
It must have been something to watch
his iPad pull up to the gate in Orlando’s
airport, but the trip wasn’t over yet. Cogdill
noticed the iPad leaving the plane and
heading out of the airport, stopping at a
nearby house.
With the help of a Southwest Airlines
supervisor and local police, who visited
the employee’s home, the Cogdills got
their iPad back.

Fixing malfunctioning Web
sites with cookie resets
11.09.10
Topher Kessler, MacFixIt

In addition to having multimedia and
other rich content, Web sites are becoming a lot more interactive and have areas
where people can sign in to user accounts for

Cookies are site-specific preferences files that are stored locally
on your system, so when you visit
a site, the Web site can load your settings,
authentication credentials, and other
useful information without storing it on a
server. Cookies are formatted uniquely for
specific Web sites, and, like the preferences files for applications, can sometimes
get corrupted and will no longer hold or
give information that the Web site can
use. As a result, like preference files, you
can remove them and have Web sites recreate new ones with default values.
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access to settings, discussion forums, and numerous other options. Though these features
are beneficial, periodically they may not work.
For instance, if you try logging in to a Web site
you may find the browser giving you an error
that the page was not found, or it may return
you to the main page without logging you in.
Recently this type of problem happened
to me upon visiting the Apple discussion
forums. When the “log-in” links were clicked,
instead of presenting the usual sign-in
fields, the Web site gave me an error page
stating the requested page did not exist.

Testing the problem

One possibility for when this type of problem occurs is that the Web site itself may be
undergoing maintenance or having server
problems, but if this is the case then the
site should show the same errors regardless of the browser or operating system being used. Therefore, I let Safari be for a while
and launched Firefox to check the discussion
forum with that browser. Sure enough, the
page loaded properly and I was able to log
in to the site and join the discussions. Nevertheless, despite this success, going back to
Safari showed the same problems.
So here is a situation where one browser on
the same system loads a Web site perfectly
fine, and another does not. This overrules possibilities of shared browser resources including firewalls and browser plug-ins since any
errors with these should affect all browsers.

Burnt cookies!

With most other options for troubleshooting accounted for, the next place
to look is browserspecific
settings,
and since the main
culprit for Web site
malfunction besides
plug-ins are faults in
cookies, targeting
Safari’s cookie list can be
these was next in seen by clicking this button
line.

Do not delete all cookies
Apple has an
option to delete
all cookies in the
“Reset Safari” feature; however, this
blanket approach
will remove the
settings for all of Firefox’s cookies list can
your Web sites, be seen by clicking this
which might make link in its preferences.
things a bit more inconvenient than they
have to be.
Therefore, to avoid resetting all your Web
site preferences, in Safari you can use the
cookies browser to selectively remove the
cookies that pertain to the site you are having troubles with. To access this, go to the
“Security” section of Safari’s preferences and
click the “Show Cookies” button. This will
bring up a window that lists all the cookies on the system, their paths in the cookies
folder, and other information including some
of their contents, and when they expire.
If you are having issues with a specific
site, then try search for it in the cookies
browser starting with a relatively global
portion of the domain name (i.e., “apple.
com” instead of “www.apple.com”). Doing
this will show the cookies for all domains
of the site, including the store, the discussions, the support site, and the main page.
With the cookies narrowed to showing
only those for the Apple site, you can try
removing the ones that are relevant to
the portion of it you are having troubles
with. In this case the discussions were
giving me a headache, so I selected those
that pertained to the discussions and
removed them. After doing this, closing
the cookies list and refreshing the discussions in Safari resulted in the site working

Continued on page 6

Apple discontinues the Xserve
11.05.10
Lex Friedman, Macworld.com

Apple on Friday announced that Xserve,
its dedicated server hardware, will no longer be available as of January 31, 2011.
In a PDF titled Xserve Transition Guide,
Apple says that it will not develop a future
version of Xserve. As of February 1, Apple
advises users looking for Apple-powered
server solutions to run either a Mac Pro or
Mac mini with Snow Leopard Server.
In that document, Apple says that all
Xserve warranties and extended support
programs will be honored even after
the Xserve is discontinued. (Xserve warranties end three years after date of the
server purchase.) Service parts for the
Xserve will be available for seven years
for California customers, and five years
for everyone else.
The company says that the latest Mac
Pro—with its 12-core Intel Xeon processing and 512 GB solid-state drive—surpasses the Xserve in processor performance.
Apple also suggests that Mac mini server
setups are very power efficient, with each
mini consuming just 11 watts when idle.

Samsung’s Galaxy Tab Is
iPad’s First
Real Rival

11.10.10
Walter S. Mossberg, Wall Street Journal

After seven months of unchallenged
prominence, Apple’s hot-selling iPad now
has its first credible competitor in the nascent market for multitouch consumer
tablet computers: the Samsung Galaxy
Tab.

The Tab is being introduced over the
next week by three major U.S. wireless
phone carriers at $400 with a cellular data
contract, or at $600 with cellular capability but no contract. The iPad starts at $499
for a Wi-Fi model with no cellular-data
capability or contract, and is $629 for the
least expensive model with cellular data
capability but no contract.
Like the iPad, the Tab, which uses
Google’s Android operating system, is
a good-looking slate with a vivid color
screen that can handle many of the tasks
typically performed on a laptop. These
include email, social networking, Web
browsing, photo viewing, and music and
video playback. It also can run a wide variety of third-party apps. But it has major
differences, most notably in size.
The Samsung Galaxy Tab has less than
half the screen real estate than that of
the iPad.
The Tab has a 7-inch screen versus the
9.7-inch display on the iPad. That may
seem like a small difference, but the
numbers are deceptive, because screen
sizes are always described using diagonal
measurements. In fact, the actual screen
real estate on the Tab is less than half of
the iPad’s. That’s a disadvantage, but it allows the overall unit to be much smaller
and lighter, and thus more easily used
in one hand, something some users will
welcome.
The new tablet will be introduced in
coming days by Sprint, T-Mobile and Verizon, with a variety of cellular data plans.
AT&T also will carry the Tab during the
holiday season but hasn’t announced its
timing or data-plan pricing. Although it is
being sold by cellular carriers, the Tab, like
the iPad (which offers optional month-tomonth cellular data through AT&T) can’t
make cellular voice calls.
I’ve been testing the Tab for a couple of
weeks and I like it. It’s a serious alternative to the iPad and one that will be preferred by some folks. It includes the three
most-requested features missing in the
iPad: a camera (two in fact); the ability to
run Web videos and applications written
in Adobe’s Flash software; and multitasking, though, to be fair, the latter feature is
coming to the iPad imminently via a software update. Another strong point is that
like Apple, Samsung has rewritten some
of the standard apps, such as the email
and calendar programs, to make them

look more like PC programs and
less like smartphone apps.
On balance, however, I still prefer
the iPad. For one thing, I like getting twice
the screen size for a little more money
up front—as little as $29 for the no-contract model with cellular capability. For
another, the iPad has vastly more apps
specifically designed for a tablet versus a
smartphone—about 40,000 according to
Apple, compared with just a handful for
the Tab. And it can run about triple the
apps overall, if you count smartphone
apps that aren’t optimized for tablets.
Also, in my tests, the iPad’s battery life
was about five hours better than the Tab’s,
its maximum storage capacity is higher,
and its aluminum body is more rugged
than the Tab’s plastic casing. Finally, the
iPad can be bought in a Wi-Fi-only model
that frees you from any entanglement with
cellphone carriers. The Tab also has Wi-Fi,
but, so far, no Wi-Fi-only version, though
Samsung is promising one next year.
Still, the Tab is a very attractive product
and I enjoyed using it. For buyers who
want to spend less up front, don’t mind the
smaller screen, prefer the more compact
dimensions and one-handed usability,
and place high value on the cameras and
on Flash, it may well be a better choice.
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Hardware

The Tab is a rectangular slate about two
inches shorter and three inches narrower
than the iPad. It is also a tad thinner. It
weighs less than a pound, compared with
1.5 pounds for the iPad. While its screen is
smaller, it has almost the same resolution
as the iPad, so almost as much material
can be displayed on it.
The screen is sharp and generally
responsive to touch, though, in my tests,
a bit slower than the iPad’s screen. The
Tab comes with 16 gigabytes of flash
storage, the same as the base iPad. But
with some carriers, this storage is internal
and in others, it’s on a removable memory card. The card slot comes on all models
and can hold up to 32 gigabytes at extra
cost. The iPad, also at extra cost, comes in
versions that go up to 64 gigabytes, all
internal.
With its lighter weight and smaller size,
I found the Tab easy to use while standing and moving. It easily fit in one hand,
though for many tasks you’ll still need
two hands.
ontinued on page
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Battery Life

Samsung and its
partners make wildly
varying battery claims
for the Tab. The former says it can last up to 13 hours on a
single charge, while T-Mobile claims just
eight hours. I gave the Tab the same test I
used for my iPad review: I put the screen
on nearly full brightness, left the Wi-Fi on
to collect email and played back-to-back
videos until the unit died. My test Tab
lasted six hours, 50 minutes, though at six
hours, 10 minutes the screen dimmed irrevocably to a darkness level that made
it useless. In the same test last spring, the
iPad logged 11 hours, 28 minutes.
Cameras
The Tab has a 3-megapixel rear camera with
flash and a 1.3-megapixel front camera
mainly for video calls. Still-photographs
and videos I took were of average quality,
but videos taken with the front camera
were fuzzy.
I tested video calling using a pre-release,
tablet-optimized version of Qik, the software being preinstalled for this purpose
on the Tab. Results were mixed. It will
work over either cellular or Wi-Fi connections, but the version I tried wasn’t tuned
for cellular, so we used Wi-Fi. In my conversation with a Qik executive, the call
at first failed to go through. When it did
go through, it worked fine for awhile,
and then failed when I tried a feature designed to hide my image. Later, the audio
dropped altogether. Qik says it is fixing
the problems.

Software

The Tab uses the latest version of Android,
and it generally worked very smoothly,
even though Google has warned that
Android isn’t yet ready for tablets. I was
especially impressed with Samsung’s attractive and usable rewrites of the calendar, email and contacts apps, which, like
their iPad cousins, use multiple panels to
make them more computer-like, while
still remaining touch-friendly.
I found the Web browser to be a bit
jerky in zooming into text and scrolling through long pages. I tested several
Adobe Flash videos and websites written in Flash. Sometimes they played and
sometimes they didn’t. In all cases, they
slowed the browser down. On one site
written in Flash, I got a warning saying I

might want to “abort” lest the computer
become “unresponsive.” In another case,
the Tab crashed. So I conclude that while
the Tab does play Flash, it needs work on
that score.
I downloaded a few third-party apps. I
couldn’t find any that were rewritten with
extra features for tablets, nor any way to
discover these in the Android Market.
Some of my downloaded apps scaled fine
to tablet size. Others were surrounded by
large black bars.

Cellular pricing

On an iPad, if you opt for cellular-data
service, there is no contract and only two
monthly prices—$14.99 for 250 megabytes and $25 for 2 gigabytes. On the
Tab, it’s much more complicated. Verizon,
which is selling only the $600 no-contract model, says its pricing will start at
$20 a month for 1 gigabyte of data. Sprint
charges $29.99 monthly for 2 gigabytes
and $59.99 for 5 gigabytes. T-Mobile has
different prices for no-contract and contract models, and different rates for new
and existing customers. Just two examples: a new customer under contract on
a Tab can pay $30 monthly for 200 megabytes or $50 for 5 gigabytes.
So, I urge Tab buyers to do the math
carefully on the overall cost of the device
under various carriers and plans.

Bottom Line

The Tab is attractive, versatile and
competitively priced, though monthly
cell fees can add up. It’s different enough
from the iPad, yet good enough, to give
consumers a real choice.

properly again, and I was able to
log in.
In the cookies list, searching for
and removing the ones pertaining to the
problematic Web site can help resolve a
variety of problems.
If the problem is not fixed after deleting
specific cookies, you can try removing the
ones for the whole site, or ultimately removing all of them. Additionally, if this appears to be happening for multiple sites,
you can try using the “Reset Safari” feature
to tackle other aspects of the program, including the caches and the Safari preferences, as well as autofill information.
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iTunes 10.1 brings AirPlay feature
11.12.10
Erica Ogg, cnet News

iTunes 10.1 is out now, and with it comes
AirPlay, the new feature that will allow
videos to be streamed to an Apple TV.
Apple introduced the feature at its digital
music and content event in September.
AirPlay is also supposed to allow
streaming of audio and video from any
iOS device--iPod Touch, iPhone, and iPad-though that feature won’t be turned on
in those devices until the long-awaited
iOS 4.2 update is released.
Earlier this week it was rumored that
today would be the day we’d see 4.2, but
now there are whispers that a Wi-Fi bug
in the software is holding up its release.
Apple didn’t give a specific day that
4.2 would arrive, only that it would come
sometime in November.

Continued from page 4
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